Polyketide synthases of bacterial symbionts in sponges--evolution-based applications in natural products research.
Marine sponges are an unusually rich source of bioactive natural products with clinical potential. They also often harbor rich communities of symbiotic bacteria that have often been suspected as the true producers of sponge-derived compounds. To date, these bacteria can in most cases not be cultivated, but culture-independent methods, such as isolating and analyzing biosynthetic gene clusters using metagenomic strategies, have recently provided first insights into their chemical potential. This review summarizes recent work of our laboratory on the study of polyketide synthases (PKSs). These studies revealed two evolutionarily distinct, unusual PKS types that are commonly found in sponge metagenomes and were shown to be of bacterial origin. One, the sup PKS, dominates sponge metagenomic DNA libraries, occurs widespread in bacteriosponges and is to date exclusively known from such animals. Data suggest that it is a type of synthase that generates methyl-branched fatty acids, which are commonly present in sponges. The other PKS type, termed trans-acyltransferase (AT) PKS, is responsible for the biosynthesis of complex, bioactive polyketides, such as the onnamides, and also occurs in free-living bacteria. The diversity of PKS genes present in a single sponge metagenome can be enormous. However, the phylogenetic approaches outlined in this review can provide valuable insights into the PKS function and structures of polyketides and can assist in the targeted isolation of gene clusters.